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Abstract. We study exactness and maximal automorphic factors of C3 unimodal maps
of the interval. We show that for a large class of infinitely renormalizable maps, the
maximal automorphic factor is an odometer with an ergodic non-singular measure. We
give conditions under which maps with absorbing Cantor sets have an irrational rotation
on a circle as a maximal automorphic factor, as well as giving exact examples of this
type. We also prove that every C3 S-unimodal map with no attractor is exact with respect
to Lebesgue measure. Additional results about measurable attractors in locally compact
metric spaces are given.
1. Introduction
The notion of exactness of a non-invertible map was first introduced by Rohlin who proved,
in the measure-preserving case, that exact endomorphisms have no non-trivial measurable
factors with zero entropy [21]. He showed that some piecewise monotone and continuous
interval maps described by Renyi in [20] were exact. In this paper we address the question
of exactness for smooth maps of an interval and study the structure of many non-exact
interval maps as well as give sufficient conditions for S-unimodal maps to be Lebesgue
exact.
It is well known that every exact measure-preserving endomorphism has positive
measure theoretic entropy. The notion of exactness of an endomorphism extends easily to
non-measure-preserving, non-singular maps even though a satisfactory definition of non-
singular entropy is still elusive. A non-singular map T of a measure space .X;B; / is
exact if the intersection \n0T −nB, called the tail field of B, contains only sets of full
measure or measure zero. The maximal automorphic factor of T is its induced action on
the tail field; it is the trivial map on a one-point space if and only if T is exact.
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In this paper, the main dynamical systems of interest are smooth unimodal maps of
the interval. Throughout, the measure of interest is one-dimensional normalized Lebesgue
measure . We show that a variety of measurable automorphic behavior is exhibited by
these maps; it is well known that the presence of a measure theoretic attractor of Lebesgue
measure zero forces the map to be dissipative with respect to , but does not preclude the
existence of conservative Lebesgue factors.
After giving a brief review of non-singular ergodic theory and preliminary definitions,
we prove some results about dynamical systems with measurable attractors. We show that
every ergodic non-singular dynamical system of a locally compact metric space with an
attractor of measure zero admits an equivalent invariant infinite  -finite measure.
We then turn to unimodal maps of the interval for examples. We prove that every C3
S-unimodal map with no attractor is exact with respect to . Next, we consider examples
with measure theoretic attractors which have been studied and classified by several authors
[2, 11, 14]. We exhibit the easily identified maximal automorphic factor in the presence of
either a stable periodic orbit or a cycle of intervals (finitely renormalizable). In the case of
an infinitely renormalizable map (of bounded type), we show that it is a dissipative map
with maximal automorphic factor isomorphic to an odometer. The factor measure on the
odometer is non-singular but not necessarily invariant.
Finally, we discuss the case of maps which have absorbing Cantor sets. These maps
were shown to exist in [5]. We give conditions under which the maximal automorphic
factor is an irrational rotation on a circle as well as an exact example. Irrational rotation
factors, as topological factors, were shown to exist in [6].
2. Preliminaries
We assume throughout this paper that .X;B; / is a locally compact metric space with
metric d , Borel  -algebra B on X and  a regular Borel probability measure on B. Infinite
measures are always assumed to be  -finite. We assume that T is non-singular; i.e.
T V X ! X satisfies .A/ D 0 () .T −1A/ D 0 for every A 2 B. We also assume
that every point in X has at most countably many preimages under T . Furthermore, in all
of our examples we will assume without loss of generality that T is forward non-singular
as well, i.e. that .A/ D 0 () .T A/ D 0 for all measurable sets A. For example,
any C1 map of a manifold onto itself whose differential is non-vanishing except at finitely
many points is forward and backward non-singular with respect to the Riemannian volume
form (locally equivalent to Lebesgue measure). Let BC  B denote the collection of
measurable sets of positive measure. In order to stress the presence of both a topology and
a Borel measurable structure, we will refer to .X;B; ; T / as a non-singular dynamical
system.
Definition 2.1. Let .X;B; ; T / be a non-singular dynamical system. The non-singular
dynamical system .Y; C; ; S/ is a (measurable) factor of .X;B; ; T / if there exists a
surjective measurable map  V X ! Y such that S  .x/ D   T .x/ -a.e., and
    −1.
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A sub- -algebra Bo  B is T -invariant if T −1Bo  Bo. It is well known that every
factor map gives rise to a T -invariant sub- -algebra, f−1CgC2C  B, and the converse is
also true. We refer the reader to Rohlin [21] for details.
2.1. Non-singular measure theory. We review some basic definitions used in non-
singular measure theory; when the map in question is neither invertible nor measure
preserving, ergodic properties need careful definitions. Some equivalent definitions are
no longer equivalent in this setting and others simply do not extend. (For example, it is
still an open question as to what the definition of mixing should be for non-singular non-
invertible maps [1]). We assume that .X;B; ; T / is a non-singular dynamical system,
although these notions apply in more general measure theoretic settings.
A measurable set W is (backward) wandering if the sets fT −nW g1nD0 are all disjoint.
Equivalently, no point in a wandering set W ever returns to W . A measurable set V is
forward wandering if the sets fT nV g1nD0 are all disjoint. Every forward wandering set is
also (backward) wandering, but the converse is not true. If T is invertible the concepts
are identical. We will use the usual convention that a wandering set always refers to a
backward wandering set.
The map T is conservative if there exist no wandering sets of positive measure. There
exists a maximal set C on which T is conservative, and C  T −1C. A non-conservative
map is called dissipative; if T is not conservative on any set of positive measure, then T is
completely dissipative, and we can write X as the (at most countable) union of wandering
sets up to a set of measure zero.
The map T is ergodic if T has a trivial field of invariant sets or, equivalently, if any
measurable set B with the property that .B4T −1B/ D 0 has either zero or full measure.
It follows from the definitions that T is conservative and ergodic if and only if for all
sets A;B 2 BC there is a positive integer n such that .B \ T −nA/ > 0.
A map is exact if it has a trivial tail field \n0T −nB  B or, equivalently, if any set B
with the property .T −n  T n.B/ 4 B/ D 0 for all n has either zero or full measure. For
any set A 2 BC, we define a tail set from it by
Tail.A/ VD [n2NT −n  T n.A/:
Denoting the tail sets ( mod 0) by T  B, we have \n0T −nB D T ( mod 0). There
is a natural factor mapping onto T called the exact decomposition (of T with respect to
), and T acts as an automorphism on the factor space. We denote the factor space by
.Y; C; /, and the induced automorphism by S; note that a point in Y is an atom of the
measurable partition generated by the relation x  w () T nx D T nw for some n 2 N.
We call this factor the maximal automorphic factor; this is because if there is a factor map
 V X ! Z with induced factor automorphism R, then R is a factor of S. We remark
that in general .Y; C; S; / is a non-singular endomorphism of a Lebesgue space with no
specified topology.
It is well known that any invertible ergodic non-singular transformation of a non-atomic
measure space is conservative, and virtually all of the examples we consider below are
ergodic, so their automorphic factors will be either conservative or atomic, or both. In the
next result, we give a condition that rules out the dissipative possibility for an automorphic
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factor. We recall that every invertible, dissipative, ergodic, non-singular transformation of
a  -finite space is isomorphic to x 7! x C 1 on Z with an appropriately weighted counting
measure.
LEMMA 2.1. If .X;B; ; T / is a non-singular dynamical system, and if BC contains no
forward wandering sets, then every automorphic factor of T is conservative.
Proof. The trivial factor is conservative, so we assume that T has a non-trivial automorphic
factor. We will denote the projection onto the automorphic factor by  , the factor space
by Y , and the induced automorphism by S. Then if S is not conservative, there exists a
wandering set W of positive measure. Since S is an automorphism, the sets fS−nW gn2Z are
all disjoint (in Y ). Then, by definition of the factor, the sets −1.S−nW/ are also disjoint
and equal to the (disjoint) collection of sets fT −n.−1W/gn2Z (in X). This contradicts the
hypothesis since −1W has positive measure and is forward wandering. 2
Remark. One can construct examples of ergodic dissipative maps with conservative
factors. If we consider the product of a K-automorphism S with the dissipative ergodic
endomorphism R.n/ D n C 1 on N with counting measure, then the map T D S  R is
dissipative and ergodic with a conservative automorphic factor (which is S). Below we
will show that such examples occur within the family of S-unimodal maps.
The following result is well known but we include it for completeness.
LEMMA 2.2. If T is non-singular and exact, then T is totally ergodic; i.e., for each n 2 N,
T n is ergodic.
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for exactness which will be useful in the
context of interval maps.
PROPOSITION 2.1. An ergodic non-singular endomorphism T is exact on .X;B; / if and
only if for every set B 2 BC, .T −n  T nC1.B/ \ B/ > 0 for some n 2 N.
Proof. Assume first that T is exact and A 2 BC with .T −n  T nC1.A/ \ A/ D 0
for every n 2 N. This means that .Tail.T A/ \ A/ D 0, but this is impossible since
.Tail.T A// D 1 by exactness and non-singularity. To prove the other direction let
.Y; C; ; S/ be the maximal automorphic factor of .X;B; ; T /,  V X ! Y being the
factor map. Assume by contradiction that T is not exact, i.e. .Y;B; ; S/ is non-trivial.
Then there exists C 2 C such that .C/ > 0 and C \S.C/ D ;. Take B VD −1.C/. Since
the maximal automorphic factor is isomorphic to the tail field of .X;B; ; T /, B satisfies
T −n  T n.B/ D B ( mod 0) for all n. The same thing is true for T .B/ D −1  S.C/.
By assumption 0 < .T −n  T nC1.B/ \ B/ D .T −n  T n.T .B// \ B/ D .T .B/ \ B/.
Hence 0 < ..T .B/ \ B// D .S.C/ \ C/, contradicting the choice of C. 2
3. Measurable attractors
An important link between the topological and the measure theoretical dynamics occurs
when there are attractors present. The definition of measurable attractor we give here
was introduced by Milnor [18]. We assume that .X;B; ; T / is a non-singular dynamical
system.
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For any point x 2 X, the omega limit set !.x/ is defined as !.x/ D \n[i>nT i.x/.
With our standing assumptions on X, for each x 2 X, !.x/ is a Borel measurable set.
Definition 3.1. For a set A, we define
B.A/ VD fx 2 X V !.x/ 6D ;; !.x/  Ag;
and call it the basin ofA. An attractor is a compact subsetA  X such that .B.A// > 0,
and there is no proper subsetA0  A, such that .B.A0// > 0.
Obviously, an attractor is invariant: T .A/ D A. Milnor defined attractors to be closed,
but as he was considering endomorphisms on compact manifolds and our space is only
locally compact, we define attractors to be compact.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If .X;B; ; T / is ergodic, there can be at most one attractor and
.X n B.A// D 0. Moreover, for any neighborhood U of A and any x 2 B.A/, there
exists N such that T n.x/ 2 U for all n  N .
Proof. The basin of an attractor is clearly completely invariant and has positive measure,
so it must have full measure.
It suffices to prove the second statement for small neighborhoods only. By continuity
of T , we can take U  A so small that T .U/ is contained in a compact set K  X.
If x 2 B.A/, then there exists a sequence fnig such that T ni .x/ ! A. Suppose that
T n.x/ =2 U infinitely often. Then there exists a sequence fmig, mi  ni , such that
T mi .x/ 2 U but T miC1.x/ 2 K n U . Because K n U is compact, the sequence fT miC1.x/g
has an accumulation point y 2 !.x/ n U , contradicting the fact that !.x/  A. 2
Without loss of generality we can assume that  is a probability measure on X (by
replacing  by an equivalent one if necessary). Typically we are interested in the case
where .A/ D 0 and .B.A// D 1. In this case we can show that the map is completely
dissipative.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If .X;B; ; T / is an ergodic non-singular dynamical system with an
attractorA satisfying .A/ D 0, then T is completely dissipative.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a set C 2 BC on which T is conservative. By the regularity
of , we can find a compact set K  C, .K/ > .C/=2, such that K does not intersect
some neighborhood U of A. Conservativity on K implies that -a.e. x 2 K returns to K
infinitely often, but the previous lemma shows that K is in the basin of A -a.e., so -a.e.
point enters U and stays there. Hence no such K exists. 2
3.1. Maps with attractors have  -finite measures. Suppose the non-singular dynamical
system .X;B; ; T / has an attractor of measure zero. Even though T is completely
dissipative, we show that there exists a  -finite invariant measure equivalent to .
Before giving the proof of the result, we review some properties of non-singular
countable-to-one maps. We assume that .X;B; / is a Borel probability space and
T V X ! X is a non-singular ergodic endomorphism which is surjective and countable-
to-one almost everywhere. Since T is countable-to-one, we apply a well-known result
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of Rohlin [21] to obtain a measurable partition  D fA1; A2; A3; : : : g of X into at most
countably many sets, called atoms, satisfying:
(1) .Ai/ > 0 for each i;
(2) the restriction of T to each Ai; which we will write as Ti; is one-to-one;
(3) each Ai is of maximal measure in X nSj<i Aj with respect to property (2);
(4) T1 is one-to-one and onto X (by numbering the atoms Ai so that
.T Ai/  .T AiC1/
for i 2 N/:
We call a partition  of this form a Rohlin partition.
The map T −11  T gives an obvious factor map from X onto A1. Since T is countable-
to-one, each fiber over x 2 A1 contains at most countably many points (these are the
points x D w1; : : : ; wn; : : : such that T .x/ D T .wj /) and there is an atomic probability
measure x associated to each point x, jx , j D 1; : : : ; n; : : : , which is just the factor
decomposition of the measure , viewed as a measure on X over the fibers of A1. The
measures x vary measurably in x.
We now turn to the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. Let .X;B; ; T / be an ergodic non-singular dynamical system, where 
is a  -finite regular Borel measure and X is a metric space such that T is countable-to-one
and T .X/ D X. Assume that X has an attractor A such that .A/ D 0. Then there exists
a  -finite invariant measure  which is equivalent to .
Proof. As mentioned above, we can assume that .X/ D 1. We define the sets Xi , i  1,
as follows: X1 VD X, X2i VD fx 2 T .X2i−1/ V d.T n.x/;A/  2−i for all n  0g and
X2iC1 VD T .X2i /. Obviously T .Xi/  XiC1 and because A is an attractor, .Xi/ > 0 for
all i.
Let OX be the disjoint union ti1Xi equipped with the action
OT .x 2 Xi/ D T .x/ 2
8>><
>>:
XiC1; if i is even,
XiC1; if i is odd and T .x/ 2 XiC1;
Xi; if i is odd and T .x/ 2 Xi n XiC1:
If 0 V OX ! X is the standard projection, then 0 OT D T 0. We note that each Xi can be
viewed as a subset of X with the restriction measure i VD jXi . Then the non-singularity
and forward and backward measurability of T gives the corresponding properties for OT
with respect to the measure
.B/ VD
X
i
i.B \ Xi/:
By construction, X2i is backward wandering in OX for each i. Moreover, for -a.e.
x 2 tj2iXj , there exists a unique n  0 such that OT n.x/ 2 X2i .
We define a sequence of measures On on OX starting with O1. Let O1jX2 D jX2 , and
inductively extend the measure to X1 t X2 as follows. By our assumptions we can write
X1 D [j OT −j .X2/, where the sets in the union are mutually disjoint and each has positive
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-measure. By using the ergodicity of T , we can consider this disjoint union of X1 VD X
as defining a measurable partition of X1, Q D f OT −1.X2/; OT −2.X2/ : : : g. Therefore, it is
enough to define O1j OT −j .X2/. We proceed inductively on j .
Consider any B  OT −1X2 and we suppose first that B D OT −1  OT .B/ -a.e., i.e. B is a
OT −1B measurable set. Then we define
O1.B/ D O1. OT .B//:
In order to compensate for the fact that T , hence OT , is not one-to-one everywhere (and
therefore there are measurable sets not of the above form), we refineQ by a Rohlin partition
(for T on X)  D fA1; A2; : : : ; An; : : : g. We note that A1 intersects every atom of Q in a
set of positive measure since T maps A1 onto X: Define the sets
Q
j
k D Ak \ OT −jX2;
for each j; k 2 N: Denote for each j; k the relative size of each Ak in OT −jX2 by

j
k D
.Q
j
k/
. OT −jX2/
:
Then for every j ,
P
k1 
j
k D 1. Write Bk VD B \ Q1k and define
O1.Bk/ D 1k  O1  OT .Bk/ and O1.B/ D
X
k1
O1.Bk/:
In particular,
O1. OT −1X2/ D
X
k1
O1.Q1k/  .X2/:
We give the inductive step. If O1 is defined on [i<j OT −iX2, we extend it to OT −jX2 as
follows. For B  OT −jX2, Bk VD B \ Qjk , and OT .Bk/  OT −.j−1/X2, so we define
O1.Bk/ D jk  O1  OT .Bk/:
Then, as before,
O1.B/ D
X
k1
O1.Bk/:
We extend the measure O1 to all of OX by setting O1.B/ D 0 if B  tm>2Xm. Therefore,
O1.B/ D O1. OT −1.B// if B  X1 t X2, and O1.B/ D 0 if B \ .X1 t X2/ D ;. Note that
by construction O1. OT −j .X2// D .X2/ for every j , so O1 is infinite and  -finite.
We now continue inductively on n and define OnC1 by
OnC1 D On  OT −1:
Clearly OnC1  On; furthermore, if B  tjnC1Xj for any n  1 then OnC1.B/ D
On. OT −1.B// D On.B/, so equality holds.
We claim that OX admits a countable partition fXjk gj;k1 (up to a set of -measure 0),
where Xjk is a measurable subset of Xk and On.Xjk /  .X2/ for all j; k  1. We then
define the limit measure O by
O.B/ D
X
j;k1
lim
n!1 On.B \ X
j
k /:
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Because On is invariant on tknXk , this limit is a OT -invariant measure. Since O.Xjk / 
.X2/ < 1, O is clearly  -finite. Finally, on X the desired measure is  VD O−10 , which
is T -invariant and absolutely continuous with respect to . Moreover, OjX1  O1jX1 , and
due to the non-singularity of T and the construction of O1 above, O1jX1 , viewed as a
measure on X, is equivalent to . Hence  is equivalent to .
Ergodicity and invariance pass to any factor measure; however, we must show that 
is  -finite since this property can fail when taking factors. Recall that .A/ D 0 and
A D \i [ji Xj . Therefore, if A" is an "-neighborhood of A, −10 .X nA"/ intersects only
finitely many levels Xj . Hence jXnA" is  -finite. Since this is true for all " > 0 and  is
regular Borel,  is  -finite.
It remains to define the sets Xjk and prove the claim. For each k D 2i and j  1, let
X
j
k D OT −j .XkC2/ \ Xk and XjkC1 D OT −j .XkC2/ \ XkC1:
Because the Xjk are preimages of backward wandering sets, they are pairwise disjoint. We
claim that
sup
n
On.X2i /  .X2/; for all i:
By construction, On.X2/ D .X2/ for all n. We continue by induction on i. Since
On. OT −1.B//  On.B/, it follows that
On.X2iC2/ 
X
j
On.Xj2i /  On.X2i /:
Furthermore, On.Xjk /  On.X2iC2/  .X2/ for all j; i  1 and k D 2i or 2i C 1. Since
O.Xk n [jXjk / D 0 for all k, this establishes the asserted partition of OX. 2
4. S-unimodal maps
We now consider a class of smooth maps of the interval as our main examples of non-
singular dynamical systems. Let f V I ! I be a unimodal map. By this we mean that
there is a unique point c, called the critical point, such that f is increasing on the left
and decreasing on the right of c. The iterates f i.c/ will be denoted by ci . Assuming that
c2 < c < c1, we can scale f in such a way that I D Tc2; c1U. For x 2 I , let  .x/ D Nx
be the point such that f −1  f .x/ D fx; Nxg. Note that f is two-to-one on Tc2; Nc2U n fcg.
Therefore it is precisely on this set that x 6D Nx, so that  is defined; we have    D id on
its domain. We call a set A  Tc2; Nc2U n fcg symmetric if  .A/ D A.
Throughout the paper we will assume that f is C3 and has negative Schwarzian
derivative (f is S-unimodal), i.e.
f 000
f 0
− 3
2

f 00
f 0
2
 0
wherever defined. This assumption will enable us to make certain distortion estimates. We
call a periodic point of period n stable if j.f n/0.p/j  1, thus comprising the hyperbolic
attracting and neutral case. Under the assumption of negative Schwarzian derivative, a
stable periodic orbit must attract the critical point. Hence there can be only one such orbit.
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The critical order of f is ‘ if there exists M > 0 such that
‘jx − cj‘−1
M
 jf 0.x/j  M‘jx − cj‘−1
for all x 2 I . For some of our results it is important that f is non-flat, i.e. ‘ < 1. The
critical omega limit set, !.c/, is of particular importance. If f is non-flat S-unimodal, then
either !.c/ contains an interval or has Lebesgue measure zero, see [14].
The ergodic properties of Lebesgue measure, which we will denote by , for unimodal
maps are well understood. We quote a result by Blokh and Lyubich [2].
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose f is C3 S-unimodal and has no stable periodic orbit. Then
any forward invariant measurable symmetric set A (i.e.  .A/ D A) with .A/ > 0 has c
as a density point.
From this, one can easily derive that f is Lebesgue ergodic if and only if there is no
stable periodic orbit. Moreover, -a.e. point accumulates on the critical point in this case.
THEOREM 4.1. [2, 11, 14] If f is C3 S-unimodal, then f is conservative if and only if
there is no attractor. There is at most one attractor, which is of one of the following types:
(1) a stable periodic orbit;
(2) a cycle of intervals (the finitely renormalizable case);
(3) a Cantor set (the infinitely renormalizable case);
(4) an absorbing Cantor set.
In the cases (1), (3), and (4), A necessarily equals !.c/, and f is completely dissipative.
A map is renormalizable if there exists an interval J , c 2 J 6D I , such that f n.J /  J
and J; f .J /; : : : ; f n−1.J / have disjoint interiors. As a rule, we take J minimal with this
property; such a J is called a restrictive interval. The map f njJ is again a unimodal map;
it is called the renormalization of f . If there is a smallest restrictive interval J , then f is
finitely renormalizable. If there are arbitrarily small restrictive intervals (of arbitrarily large
period) then f is infinitely renormalizable. (The best known example is the Feigenbaum
map; here the periods of the restrictive intervals are the powers of 2.) The attractor is a
Cantor set. It attracts all points except for a nullset of first Baire category. No point in I
has a dense forward orbit. By Lemma 2.2, a renormalizable map cannot be exact.
In case (4), f is not infinitely renormalizable, but !.c/ is a Cantor set such that
!.x/  !.c/ for x in a full measure set of first Baire category. There is a second category
set of points whose orbit lies dense in I (or if f is finitely renormalizable in a cycle of
intervals). It was shown in [5] that so-called Fibonacci unimodal maps with sufficiently
large critical orders have absorbing Cantor sets. Theorem 3.1 applied to unimodal maps
yields the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If f is a non-flat C3 S-unimodal map with an attractor of type (1),
(3), or (4), then f admits a (dissipative)  -finite invariant measure which is absolutely
continuous with respect to .
This result is known when A is a stable periodic orbit, or when A is an absorbing
Cantor set [16]. To our knowledge, the result is new for infinitely renormalizable maps.
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We conjecture that the result does not hold for Misiurewicz’ example of a C1 Feigenbaum
map whose attractor !.c/ has positive Lebesgue measure [19]. He showed that .!.c/; f /
admits no  -finite absolutely continuous invariant measure, and it seems likely that
.I n [nf −n.!.c/// D 0.
4.1. Exact S-unimodal maps. In this section we prove some results concerning
exactness and automorphic factors for general S-unimodal maps. Let f be an S-unimodal
map; we show that if f has no attractor then f is Lebesgue exact. We also demonstrate the
maximal automorphic factor of f in the cases where either f has a stable periodic orbit or
an attracting cycle of intervals. In later sections we deal with certain specific (dissipative)
unimodal maps from the remaining two cases, i.e. where f has an attractor of type (3)
or (4).
The first result is already known in the case where f admits an absolutely continuous
invariant measure  and is non-renormalizable. Ledrappier [12] showed that f has a
Bernoulli natural extension in this case and is exact with respect to   .
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be C3 S-unimodal. If f has no attractor, then f is Lebesgue exact.
Our proof relies on a result by Martens and involves a property which he calls the strong
Markov property [14, 15, 17].
PROPOSITION 4.3. (Strong Markov property) Suppose f has no attractor of type (1), (3),
or (4). Then there exist symmetric neighborhoods U and V of c, c 2 cl U  int V , such
that for -a.e. x the following holds: there exist integers k1.x/ < k2.x/ <    and nested
intervals x 2     I2.x/  I1.x/ such that, for all i, f ki .x/.x/ 2 U and f ki .x/ maps Ii.x/
monotonically onto V .
Remark. Let L1 and L2 be the components of U n V , and say .L1/  .L2/; define
 VD .L1/=.V /. Then the Koebe principle (see [17, Theorem IV 1.3]) gives the distortion
bound K./ D ..1 C /=/2:
dist.f ki .x/; Ii .x/ \ f −ki .x/.U// VD sup
(
jDf ki.x/.y/j
jDf ki.x/.z/j V y; z 2 Ii.x/ \ f
−ki .x/.U/
)
 K./: (1)
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let U  V be as in Proposition 4.3 and let  > 0 and the distortion
bound K D K./  1 be as in (1).
Let p be the orientation reversing fixed point of f . Without loss of generality, we can
assume that V  . Np;p/. It is well known (see, e.g., [17, Theorem III 4.6]) that, since
f is not renormalizable, [nf n.U/ D I . Therefore, there exists a minimal r > 0 such
that p 2 int f r.U/. Let H  f r.U/ be an interval such that f .H/  f r.U/. Let
H1;H2  U be such that f r maps H1 and H2 diffeomorphically onto H and f .H/,
respectively. Let K0 D K0.H1;H2/ such that dist.f rC1;H1/; dist.f r ;H2/  K0. Take
" VD minf.H1/; .H2/g.
Now let A be any set of positive measure. Let x be a Lebesgue density point of A such
that the integers ki and intervals Ii.x/ from Proposition 4.3 are well defined. Since x is a
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density point, we can take i so large that .Ii.x/ n A/=.Ii.x//  "=3KK0. By the Koebe
principle, dist.f ki ; Ii .x/ \ f −ki .U//  K . Therefore,
.H1 n f ki .A//
.H1/
 .U n f
ki .A//
.U/
.U/
.H1/
 "
3K0
1
"
 1
3K0
;
and similarly .H2 nf ki .A//=.H2/  1=3K0. Using the distortion bound K0 of f rC1jH1
and f r jH2, we obtain
.f .H/ n f kiCrC1.A//
.f .H//
;
.f .H/ n .f kiCr .A///
.f .H//
 1
3
:
It follows that .f kiCrC1.A/ \ f kiCr .A//  13.f .H// > 0. By Proposition 2.1, f is
exact. 2
4.2. Maps with stable periodic orbits. We have shown that an S-unimodal map without
an attractor has a trivial maximal automorphic factor. We next characterize the maximal
automorphic factor of f if f has an attractor of type (1) or (2).
THEOREM 4.3.
(1) If .I;B; ; f / has a stable periodic orbit, then its maximal automorphic factor is
isomorphic to .R;B; ; x 7! x C 1/.
(2) If .I;B; ; f / has an attractor J [f .J /[  [f n−1.J / of type (2), then its maximal
automorphic factor is isomorphic to .Z=nZ; i 7! i C 1 mod n/ with counting
measure.
Proof. Suppose p is an n-periodic stable periodic point with immediate basin B. Then
!.x/ D orb.p/ -a.e. If p reverses orientation, take b 2 B n fpg and U VD .b; f 2n.b/U.
If p preserves orientation, then take points b and b0 in either component of B n fpg and
U VD .b; f n.b/U [ Tf n.b0/; b0/. (If B n fpg has only one component, namely because
j.f n/0.p/j D 1, then take U VD .b; f n.b/U.) In each case U is forward wandering and
fundamental in the sense that for -a.e. x 2 I , there exist i; j  0 such that f i.x/ D f j .y/
for a unique y 2 U . Define .x/ D .y; i − j/. Then it is easy to see that  V I ! U  Z
is a factor map and .U  Z; .y; n/ 7! .y; n C 1// is the maximal automorphic factor. This
system is obviously isomorphic to .R;B; ; x 7! x C 1/.
If f has an n-period restrictive interval J , then for -a.e. x there exists i such that
f i.x/ 2 J . The map .x/ D i mod n is obviously a factor map. If J [    [ f n−1.J / is
the attractor, then by Theorem 4.2, f njJ is exact. Hence .Z=nZ; i 7! i C 1 mod n/ is also
the maximal automorphic factor. 2
The next result states that many dissipative unimodal maps have conservative maximal
automorphic factors.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let f be a C3 non-flat S-unimodal map having no stable periodic
orbit. Then the maximal automorphic factor of .I;B; ; f / is conservative.
Proof. A result by Blokh and Lyubich [2, §7] states that f does not admit wandering
sets. (The proof was carried out for critical order ‘ D 2, but can be generalized to any
‘ 2 .1;1/.) The proposition follows now from Lemma 2.1. 2
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4.3. Infinitely renormalizable maps. As mentioned earlier, a unimodal map is infinitely
renormalizable if it has arbitrarily small restrictive intervals. We first review the structure
of infinitely renormalizable maps in detail.
Let f denote an infinitely renormalizable S-unimodal map. Then f has a forward
invariant Cantor set , and the following hold.
 There exists a decreasing chain of closed subsets of I , denoted by k and satisfying
   kC1  k      1  0 D I I
each k contains the critical point and each is mapped onto itself by f .
 There exists a sequence fpkgk2N, such that pk divides pkC1, such that the following
hold. For each k 2 N, there exist pk disjoint closed subintervals i1;:::;ik , ij 2 f0; 1g,
which are cyclically permuted by the first pk − 1 iterates of f , and such that
f pk .i1;:::;ik /  i1;:::;ik ; furthermore, k D [i1;:::;ik .
 The critical point c always lies in the subinterval which is labelled 0;0;:::;0; i.e.
0;0;:::;0 is a restrictive interval, and the rest are labelled so that the action of f
moves the cylinders in the usual fpkg-odometer order (add 1 to i0 and carry when
necessary).
 The intervals are nested in the obvious way; that is,
i1;:::;ik−1;ik  i1;:::;ik−1 :
As f pk .i1;:::;ik /  i1;:::;ik , we can rescale f pk ji1;:::;ik to a map on the unit
interval. For this reason, f is called renormalizable. The fact that we can do this
for every k makes f infinitely renormalizable.
 The intersection
 VD \k1 [ i1;:::;ik D \k1k
is known to be a Cantor set of Lebesgue measure zero when f is non-flat S-unimodal
(however, cf. [19]). Furthermore,  D !.c/, the !-limit set of the critical point, and
f j is the fpkg-odometer.
 The orbit of -a.e. point x converges to the Cantor set  in the sense that for every
k, the orbit of x eventually lands inside k, i.e.  is an attractor. By k.x/ we will
denote the specific subinterval i1;i2;:::;ik containing x. Therefore, k.x/ is defined
for all k for -a.e. x.
If pk D 2k for an infinitely renormalizable S-unimodal map of the interval, then f is
commonly known as a Feigenbaum map. Independently, Feigenbaum [8] and Coullet and
Tresser [7] discovered this pattern of renormalization for these maps.
LEMMA 4.1. If f is S-unimodal and infinitely renormalizable, for -a.e. x 2 I there exists
a unique y 2  such that jf n.x/ − f n.y/j ! 0 as n ! 1. In this case we say that x
copies y 2 .
Proof. Using the subintervals i1;:::;ik as a basis for the topology of the Cantor set, we have
that the sequences .i1; : : : ; ik; : : : / from the corresponding basis elements give a fpkg-adic
coding for each y 2 , and, as mentioned above, the labeling is chosen to correspond
under the action of f to the usual odometer action.
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We fix some x 2 I such that !.x/  . For each k  0, there exists a smallest
positive integer nk such that f nk .x/ 2 Jk D 0;:::;0 (k zeroes). As f n.x/ 2 Jk only if
n D nk C jpk for some j  0, it follows that pk divides nkC1 − nk . Let i1; : : : ; ik−1 be
such that nk C Pk−1jD1 ijpj  0 modpk . Then f nk .x/ 2 f nk .i1;:::;ik−1/. Furthermore,
i1;:::;ik−1  i1;:::;ik for each k. Let y D \ki1;:::;ik . We will show that x copies y and no
other point.
For " > 0, let k be so large that each component of k has length less than ". Then
jf n.x/ − f n.y/j  diam.f n−nk .Jk// < " for all n  nk . Since this holds for any " > 0,
jf n.x/ − f n.y/j ! 0. On the other hand, f j is distal: if y 0 2 , y 0 6D y, then
jf n.y/ − f n.y 0/j is bounded away from zero uniformly in n. Indeed, for k sufficiently
large, y and y 0 are contained in different components of k , and these components remain
disjoint under iteration of f . Hence y is the unique point copied by x. 2
Define the map  V I !  by .x/ D y, i.e. x is mapped to the unique point that
it copies. This map is well defined except on a set of  measure zero. Using g for the
odometer action on , we have  f .x/ D g .x/. It is easy to see from the dynamics of
the map that the usual Borel structure generated by cylinder sets on  agrees with the factor
measure structure (i.e. a set C is Borel in  () −1C is Borel in I ). With respect to
the factor measure ./ D   −1./, the factor map is invertible. We take the completion
of the Borel sets in  with respect to  to obtain a factor Lebesgue space. Note that as a
factor space, the space  has  measure one (in contrast with the zero Lebesgue measure
it has as a subset of I ). The aim of the rest of this section is to show that .; .B/; ; g/
is the maximal automorphic factor for a certain class of infinitely renormalizable maps.
We have defined Jk D 0:::0 (k zeroes) to be the kth restrictive interval; its period is pk .
For each x 2 B./, let
nk.x/ VD minfn V f n.x/ 2 Jkg
and
mk.x/ VD minfm V f pk−1m.y/ 2 Jk for y D f nk−1.x/g:
In this way (taking p0 D 1) we obtain nk D PkiD1 mkpk−1. Basically, mk plays the same
role for f pk−1 jJk−1 as m1 plays for f jI .
A unimodal map f is infinitely renormalizable of bounded type if it is infinitely
renormalizable and the sequence of the quotients pk=pk−1 is bounded. The geometry of
the Cantor set  has been particularly well studied for these maps, see [17, Ch. VI]. For
our purposes we need the following facts.
PROPOSITION 4.5.
(1) Let f be a non-flat S-unimodal infinitely renormalizable map. Then there exists
K  1 such that for all restrictive intervals Jk the following holds: if f n V J ! Jk
is a branch of the first return map to Jk , then the distortion dist.f n; J /  K . (In
particular, f n V J ! Jk is a diffeomorphism; if J D Jk then we should take n D 0.)
(2) If in addition f is renormalizable of bounded type, then there exist − < C < 1
such that nC1− .Jk/  .fx 2 Jk−1I mk.x/ D ng/  nC1C .Jk/.
Proof. We only sketch the proof, since most of the details can be found in [17, §VI.2].
In particular, it is shown that the central gaps of the kth level, i.e. the components of
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I n k adjacent to the restrictive interval Jk , have size greater or equal to  jJkj for some
uniform constant  > 0. (The proof in [17] of this fact deals with infinitely renormalizable
maps of bounded type, but it remains valid for arbitrary non-flat S-unimodal infinitely
renormalizable maps.) Let J be any maximal interval such that f n V J ! Jk is a
diffeomorphism. Let T  J be the maximal interval such that f njT is a diffeomorphism.
Then there exist a < b < n such that c 2 @f a.T /; @f b.T /, and f n.T / D .cn−a; cn−b/ 
Jk . Because n − a and n − b 6D n, cn−a and cn−b lie in k n Jk . Hence f n.T / contains
both gaps adjacent to Jk . Therefore, the components of f n.T / n Jk both have size greater
or equal to  jJkj. This is the space needed to apply the Koebe principle that yields the
distortion bound given in formula (1).
For the second statement we remark that the dynamics of f pk−1 on Jk−1 n Jk are
hyperbolic (see, e.g., [17, Theorem III.5.1]). More precisely, there exist  > 1 and
C > 0 depending only on .Jk/=.Jk−1/, such that jDf npk−1.x/j  Cn whenever
f jpk−1.x/ 2 Jk−1 n Jk for 0  j < n. If f is infinitely renormalizable of bounded
type, .Jk/=.Jk−1/ is bounded uniformly away from zero. This implies that the assertion
holds for a uniform choice of − and C. 2
We now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.4. Every S-unimodal infinitely renormalizable map of bounded type has
as its maximal automorphic factor an ergodic conservative non-singular adic odometer
action with respect to the factor measure induced by .
The idea of the proof is to show that, for -a.e. x, nk.x/=pk is bounded for sufficiently
many k’s in a sense made precise in Proposition 4.6 below. From this it will follow that
for the   -a.e. pair .x; y/, jnk.x/ − nk.y/j=pk is bounded sufficiently often. Passing to
fibers I! D −1.!/, we can show that for -a.e. ! 2  and ! !-a.e. .x; y/ 2 I!  I!,
jnk.x/ − nk.y/j=pk is bounded infinitely often. (Here ! denotes the fiber measure that 
induces on I!.) We apply this to density points of certain tail sets and complete the proof
by a distortion argument which shows that the tail sets must intersect eventually under
forward iteration.
PROPOSITION 4.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4, there exists N > 0 and a
sequence fkj g (kj D j2 will suffice) such that for -a.e. x 2 B./,
lim inf
i!1
1
i
#fj  i V nkj .x/  Npkj −1g 
2
3
:
Proof. Recall the constants C < 1 and K  1 from Proposition 4.5. Choose N0 so large
that
K
1 − C 
NC1C  K
 
NC1C
1 − C C

2N=3C1
C
1 − 1=3C
C 
N−N0=2C
1 − C
!
 N=3C (2)
for all N  N0. We show that for any k and N  N0,
P.nk  Npk−1/ D .fx V nk.x/  Npk−1g/  N=3C : (3)
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We will use induction on k. For k D 1, Proposition 4.5 and (2) immediately give
P.n1  Np0/ D P.m1  N/ 
1X
iDN
KiC1C 
K
1 − C 
NC1C  N=3C
for all N  N0. For the induction step,
P.nk  Npk−1/  P.mk  N/ C
N−1X
iD0
P.mk D i and nk−1  .N − i/pk−1/
 K
1 − C 
NC1C C
N−N0=2X
iD0
KiC1C P.nk−1  2.N − i/pk−2/
C
N−1X
iDN−N0=2
KiC1C :
Here we have used Proposition 4.5 and the fact that pk−1  2pk−2. By induction,
P.nk−1  2.N − i/pk−2/  2.N−i/=3C for i  N − N0=2. Together with (2), this gives
P.nk  Npk−1/  K1 − C 
NC1C C K
N−N0=2X
iD0
iC1C 
2.N−i/=3
C C K
N−1X
iDN−N0=2
iC1C
 K
 
NC1C
1 − C C

2N=3C1
C
1 − 1=3C
C 
N−N0=2C
1 − C
!
 N=3C :
This proves formula (3).
Now take ki D i2. Since pn  2pn−1 for all n  2, we have pkiC1−1  22ipki−1. By
(3) we find that for i sufficiently large
P

nki 
1
i2
pkiC1−1

D P

nki 
1
i2
pkiC1−1
pki−1
pki−1

 22i=3i2C ;
which is summable over i. The Borel–Cantelli lemma gives that the set
X VD

x V 9j 8i  j; nki .x/ 
1
i2
pkiC1−1

(4)
has full measure in the basin of . Write Wi.x/ VD PkijDki−1C1 mj.x/pj−1. The random
variables Wi are not independent. Nevertheless, by the arguments that proved (3) we can
show that for any sequence v1; : : : ; vi−1 2 N and any N  N0,
P.Wi  Npki−1jWj D vj for j < i/
D .fx V Wi.x/  Npki−1;Wj .x/ D vj for j < ig/  N=3C :
Next take N1  N0 so large that N1=3C  3−3. By the binomial formula and Stirling’s
formula,
P

1
i
#fj  i V Wj  N1pkj −1g 
1
3


iX
jDbi=3c

i
j=3

TN1=3C Uj=3  i

i
i=3

3−i  i2−2i=3;
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which is summable in i. Therefore, the Borel–Cantelli lemma gives
lim sup
i!1
1
i
#fj  i V Wj.x/  N1pkj −1g 
1
3
-a.e.
Combining this with (4), and noting that Pi 1=i2 < 2, we obtain
lim sup
i!1
1
i
#fj  i V nkj  .N1 C 2/pkj −1g 
1
3
for -a.e. x 2 X:
This proves the proposition using N D N1 C 2. 2
Let N be the integer chosen in Proposition 4.6, and recall that ! is the fiber measure
that Lebesgue measure induces on the fiber I! D −1.!/.
COROLLARY 4.1. For -a.e. ! 2  and ! !-a.e. .x; y/ 2 I! I!, there are infinitely
many values of i such that jnki .x/ − nki .y/j  Npki−1.
Proof. By a standard argument on fiber measures, Proposition 4.6 implies that for -a.e.
! 2  and !-a.e. x 2 I!,
lim sup
i!1
1
i
#fj  i V nkj  Npkj −1g 
1
3
:
Hence the lower density of the set of integers i such that nki  Npki−1 is at least 23 within
each fiber. The corollary follows immediately since nki  0. 2
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let  be the attractor of f and let  V I !  denote the factor map.
We know that .; C; ; g/ with C D .B/ and  D   −1 is a measurable automorphic
factor of .I;B; ; f / and that it is isomorphic to some odometer. Assume by contradiction
that it is not the maximal automorphic factor. Then there exist B;B 0 2 BC such that
.B/ D .B 0/ 2 CC, but f n.B/ \ f n.B 0/ D ; for all n  0. Take x and x 0 Lebesgue
density points of B, respectively B 0. By Corollary 4.1 we can assume that .x/ D .x 0/,
and that there is an integer N such that jnk.x/ − nk.x 0/j  Npk−1  Npk infinitely often.
Let Ik 3 x and I 0k 3 x 0 be the maximal intervals such that f nk.x/.Ik/ D f nk.x
0/.I 0k/ D Jk .
Given r  0, write Jk;r D fy 2 Jk V mkC1.y/ D rg, so Jk;0 D JkC1. By Proposition 4.5,
.Jk;r /  rC1− .Jk/. Write  VD NC1− . Because x and x 0 are density points, we can take
nk.x/  nk.x 0/ D nk.x/ C rpk (for some r  N) so large that
.Ik n B/
.Ik/
;
.I 0k n B 0/
.I 0k/
 
3K2
:
Here K  1 is the distortion constant from Proposition 4.5. It follows that .Jk;0 n
f nk.x
0/.B 0//  .1=3K/.Jk;0/ and .Jk;r n f nk.x/.B//  .1=3K/.Jk;r/. Applying
another rpk iterates to f nk .B/ \ Jk;r we find (using the same distortion bound K) that
.Jk;0 n f nk.x/Crpk .B//  13.Jk;0/. Therefore, f nk.x
0/.B 0/ \ f nk.x 0/.B/ 6D ;. This
contradicts the choice of B and B 0. 2
5. The Fibonacci unimodal map
The aim of this section is to prove that a Fibonacci map with a Cantor attractor has a circle
rotation as maximal automorphic factor. For this we have to recall some facts from [5, 6].
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5.1. Factors of .!.c/; f /. Fix a unimodal map f . Let Dn be the image of the central
branch of f n (the largest monotone subinterval containing c). If c 2 Dn, we say that n is
a cutting time. The cutting times are denoted as
1 D S0 < S1 < S2 <    :
They are very important as they determine the combinatorial structure of the unimodal map
completely. Obviously cn is one endpoint of Dn. It is not hard to show that cn−Sk , where
Sk is the maximal cutting time less than n, is the other.
It can be shown that the difference of two subsequent cutting times is again a cutting
time. Hence
Sk − Sk−1 D SQ.k/;
for some integer function Q, which is called the kneading map [10]. For more details see
[3]. We assume for the rest of the paper that
Q.k/ ! 1 as k ! 1: (5)
If the cutting times are the Fibonacci numbers 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; : : : , i.e. Q.k/ D maxf0; k − 2g,
then f is called a Fibonacci map.
LEMMA 5.1. If Q.k/ ! 1, then .Dn/ ! 0 and !.c/ is a minimal Cantor set.
Proof. See [3]. 2
For the Fibonacci map, .!.c/; f / is isomorphic to .S1; Rγ /, where Rγ is the circle
rotation over γ D .p5 − 1/=2. This was shown in [13]. In [6], the result was generalized
to many other unimodal maps and group rotations. We will discuss some tools from [6].
First there is the S-adic transformation (where S D fSkg refers to the sequence of cutting
times). Let
E VD fe 2 f0; 1gN V ei D 1 ) ej D 0 for Q.i C 1/ < j < ig;
endowed with product topology. On E we define T to be the addition of 1 by means of
‘add and carry’; ones at entries i and Q.i C 1/ carry to a one at entry i C 1. If Sk D 2k (i.e.
f is the Feigenbaum map), we recover the usual dyadic odometer. The set
E0 VD fe 2 E V #fi V ei D 1g < 1g
is the greedy representation of N [ f0g, see, e.g., [9]. Indeed, if n  0, there is a canonical
way of assigning a sequence hni 2 E0 such that n D PihniiSi . Take i VD maxfkI Sk  ng
and set hnii D 1. Repeat this process with n−Si , etc. Then the restriction in the definition
of E will automatically be satisfied.
LEMMA 5.2. If Q.k/ ! 1, then T V E ! E is continuous, T .hni/ D hn C 1i and T is
invertible, with a possible exception at h0i.
Let 1 V E ! !.c/ be a projection defined on E0 by 1.hni/ D f n.c/, and extended to
E by uniform continuity. Equivalently we can define
1.hni/ D cn and for e =2 E0; 1.e/ D \kDnk ; (6)
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where nk D Pik eiSi . We have f  1 D 1  T . Note that 1 need not be invertible.
For x 2 R, choose the fractional part frac.x/ 2 T− 12 ; 12 / such that x − frac.x/ is an
integer. If there exists  2 R such thatX
i
jfrac.Si /j < 1; (7)
then we can define a second projection 0 V E ! S1 by
0.e/ VD
X
i
ei frac.Si / mod 1:
One can show that 0  T .e/ D 0.e/ C  for all e 2 E.
In particular, the Fibonacci numbers can be written as
Sk D 5 C 3
p
5
10
.1 C γ /k C 5 − 3
p
5
10
.−γ /k;
where γ D .p5 − 1/=2. Hence there exists L such that
jfrac.γ Sk/j D jfrac..1Cγ /Sk/j D
frac
 
SkC1 C .1 C 2γ /5 − 3
p
5
10
.−γ /k
!  Lγ k (8)
for all k. Therefore, (7) is satisfied, and the projection 0 is well defined.
PROPOSITION 5.1. If Q.k/ ! 1 and Pk jfrac.Sk/j < 1, then  VD 0  −11 is a
well-defined continuous mapping and the diagram
.E; T /
.!.c/; f / .S1; R/
 
 
 	
1 @
@
@R
0
-

commutes.
Proof. The case where Sk are the Fibonacci numbers has already been shown in [13].
Moreover,  is one-to-one, except on the backward orbit of c, where it is two-to-one. The
general case was presented in [6]. 2
The projection  can be shown to be one-to-one on a set of full Lebesgue measure on
S
1 for many other unimodal maps as well.
5.2. Fibonacci maps with attractors. The main result of [5] is the following.
THEOREM 5.1. If f is a C2 unimodal Fibonacci map with a sufficiently degenerate
critical point, then !.c/ is an absorbing Cantor set.
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The idea of the proof is as follows. Let u1 D Np, where p is the orientation reversing fixed
point, and for k  2,
uk VD
(
f −Sk−1.uk−1/ \ .uk−1; c/; if cSk−1 < c;
f −Sk−1. Nuk−1/ \ .uk−1; c/; if cSk−1 > c:
(9)
It is shown in [5] that this is a valid definition. In fact, the points uk are closest-to-c prefixed
in the sense that if .uk−1; Nuk−1/ \ f −n.p/ 6D ;, then n VD minfi V f i.uk/ 2 fp; Npgg.
U1 D I n Tu1; Nu1U and Uk D .uk−1; uk/ [ . Nuk; Nuk−1/ for k  2. Define an induced map F
by
F jUk VD f Sk−1 for all k  1:
By construction, for k  2, F.Uk/ D .uk−3; Nuk−1/ if cSk−1 > c and F.Uk/ D .uk−1; Nuk−3/
if cSk−1 < c. (Here u0 D u−1 D p.) Hence F preserves the partition of I into sets Uk . Let
n.x/ VD k if Fn.x/ 2 Uk:
As was shown in [5], there exists a constant K such that the distortion dist.F n; J /  K
for any n  0 and the interval J on which Fn is continuous. The behavior of points under
iteration of F is interpreted as a random walk. It is shown that, for maps of sufficiently
large critical order, the expectation (with respect to Lebesgue measure)
E.n − kjn−1 D k/   > 0; (10)
where  is independent of k, of n, and of the precise path used to get to state Uk . A similar
estimate can be made for the variances:
Var.n − kjn−1 D k/  V < 1: (11)
These estimates imply that n.x/ ! 1 -a.e., and this implies that f n.x/ ! !.c/ -a.e.
5.3. The maximal automorphic factor of a Fibonacci map. Let f be a Fibonacci map
with an absorbing Cantor set. To be precise, assume that (10) and (11) hold. For x 2 I
define
k.x/ VD maxfn V n.x/  kg;
and let bk.x/ be such that Fk.x/jfxg D f bk.x/jfxg. Because m ! 1 -a.e., these
sequences are defined -a.e. Recall that hni denotes the S-adic representation of n. Define
Q.x/ VD lim
k!1 0.hbk.x/i/;
whenever it exists.
LEMMA 5.3. If Q.x/ exists, then for every N  0, Q.f N.x// exists and Q.f N.x// D
Q.x/ − Nγ .
Proof. We will show that for every fixed N  0, there exists i; j  0 such that
F i.x/ D Fj .f N.x//: (12)
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From this it follows that bk.f N.x// D bk.x/−N for k sufficiently large, which proves the
lemma.
Let fmig and fnj g be such that F i jfxg D f mi and Fj jff N.x/g D f nj . Find i; j
maximal such that mi  N and nj C N  miC1. If in one of these cases equality holds,
(12) is true. Let y D F i.x/ and y 0 D Fj .f N.x//. Then y 0 D f N 0 .y/ for some N 0 > 0.
Take also s and s0 such that y 2 Us and y 0 2 Us 0 . In this notation, N 0 < Ss−1 < Ss 0−1CN 0.
Recall that the points fukg are the closest-to-c prefixed points, none omitted. Therefore,
f n.uk/ =2 Tuk; NukU for all n > 0
and
f n.uk/ =2 Tuk−1; Nuk−1U for all 0 < n < Sk−1: (13)
Indeed, if f n.uk/ 2 Tuk; NukU, then uk is not a closest-to-c prefixed point. If f n.uk/ 2
.uk−1; uk/ or . Nuk; Nuk−1/, then uk is not the first closest-to-c prefixed point after uk−1.
Finally, by equation (9), f Sk−1.uk/ 2 fuk−1; Nuk−1g. Therefore, f n.uk/ =2 fuk−1; Nuk−1g for
n < Sk−1.
Since f N 0 .y/ D y 0, f N 0.Us/ intersects Us 0 . We distinguish three cases.
 f N 0.Us/  Us 0 . Then c 2 f Ss−1.Us/  f Ss−1−N 0 .Us 0/. This contradicts that
Ss 0−1 C N 0 > Ss−1.
 us 0 2 f N 0.Us/. By equation (13), s0  s − 2. On the other hand, f Ss−1−N 0 .us 0/ 2
F.Us/  .us−3; Nus−3/. Therefore, s − 3 < s0 − 1. This contradicts s0  s − 2.
 us 0−1 2 f N 0.Us/. By equation (13), s0 − 1  s − 2. On the other hand,
f Ss−1−N 0.us 0−1/ 2 F.Us/  .us−3; Nus−3/. Therefore, s − 3 < s0 − 2, contradicting
s0 − 1  s − 2.
These contradictions establish the proof. 2
The main result of this section is that the map Q is defined -a.e., and that the circle
rotation with appropriate measure algebra is the maximal automorphic factor.
THEOREM 5.2. Let .I;B; ; f / be a Fibonacci map satisfying (10) and (11) (and
therefore f has an absorbing Cantor set). Then Q V I ! S1 is defined -a.e. If
 VD  Q−1 and C VD Q.B/, then the rotation .S1; C; ;R−1γ / is the maximal automorphic
factor.
Proof. Let Vk D fx 2 Uk V m.x/ > k for all m  1g. Equations (10) and (11) show
that a definite proportion of the set Uk never returns to [ikUi . Hence there exists 1 > 0
such that .Vk/  1.Uk/ for all k  1. Moreover, the branches on Fm have a uniform
distortion bound K . Therefore, taking 0 D 1=K , we find that the probability
P.Fm.x/ 2 Vkjm.x/ D k/  0: (14)
These estimates are independent of m and of the precise path used to get to state Uk . If
kC1.x/ − k.x/ > k, then F i.x/ 2 [i>kUi n Vi for bk.x/ < i < k.x/ C k. Therefore,
P.kC1.x/ − k.x/ > k/  .1 − 0/k:
The Borel–Cantelli lemma gives that P fkC1.x/ − k.x/ > k infinitely ofteng D 0. Write
Qk.x/ D 0.hbk.x/i/. For -a.e. x 2 I there exists k0 such that
bkC1.x/ − bk.x/ D
X
i0
ak;i.x/SkCi ; where
X
i
ak;i.x/  k;
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for all k  k0. Therefore, (8) gives
j QkC1.x/ − Qk.x/j 
X
i0
ak;i frac.γ SkCi /  kjfrac.γ Sk/j D Lkγ k:
Hence Qk.x/ is a Cauchy sequence, converging to Q.x/. This shows that Q is defined
-a.e. and that C D Q.B/ and  D   Q−1 are well defined up to measure zero. The
relation Q f .x/ D R−1γ  Q.x/ was already established in Lemma 5.3. It follows that R−1γ
is non-singular with respect to , and that .S1; C; ;R−1γ / is a measurable automorphic
factor.
We need the following lemma to show that the automorphic factor is maximal.
LEMMA 5.4. There exists a decreasing function  V RC ! T0; 1U converging to zero as
x ! 1 such that
P.bk  NSk/ VD .fx V bk.x/  NSkg/  .N/
for all k.
Proof. Using the 0 obtained in (14), define for any N 2 RC,
.N/ VD 1 − .1 − .1 − 0/M=2/

1 − 1
0
.1 − 0/M

;
with M D .log N − log 10/=.log 1=γ /. Clearly .N/ ! 0 as N ! 1. We will show that
.N/ gives the desired estimate.
Fix k;N 2 N and let x 2 B.!.c// be arbitrary (provided bk.x/ exists). Let M D
M.N/ D .log N − log 10/=.log 1=γ /. First we calculate the probability that
j .x/ > k C M for some j  k.x/: (15)
If this occurs, then, since a point can jump back no more than two states under one iteration
of F , j < k.x/ − M=2. Since F i.x/ =2 Vm for j < i < k.x/ and k < m  k C M (cf.
formula (14)), the probability that j > k C M is less than .1 − 0/M=2.
Next we verify, using (14) again, that P.#fj I j D mg  t/  .1 − 0/t−1. Indeed,
because points have to avoid the set Vm t − 1 times to make t returns to Um possible, it
follows that
P.#fj  k V j D mg  2M C k − m for some 1  m  k C M/

kCMX
mD1
.1 − 0/2MCk−m−1  1
0
.1 − 0/M: (16)
If neither (15) nor (16) occurs, i.e. if #fj  k.x/ V j .x/ D mg  2M C k − m for all
1  m  k C M and j .x/  k C M for all j  k.x/, then
bk.x/ D
kCMX
mD1
#fj  k.x/ V j .x/ D mgSm−1 
kCMX
mD1
.2M C k − m/Sm−1  NSk:
This happens with probability at least .1 − .1 − 0/M=2/.1 − −10 .1 − 0/M/ D 1 − .N/
which tends to one uniformly in k as N ! 1. This proves the lemma. 2
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Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.2, we copy the arguments of Theorem 4.4. That is,
we find a subsequence fkig of N which increases fast enough so thatX
i
P

bki 
1
i2
SkiC1


X
i


1
i2
SkiC1
Ski

< 1:
Then by the Borel–Cantelli lemma,
X VD

x V 9j 8i  j; bki 
1
i2
SkiC1

has full measure in the basin of !.c/. Take N1 so large that .N1/  3−3. A proof similar
to the one of Lemma 5.4 gives P.bki − bki−1  N1Ski /  .N1/  3−3. Then we can
derive (cf. Proposition 4.6) that lim infi i−1#fj  i V bkj .x/  NSkj g  23 for N D N1 C 2
and -a.e. x 2 B.!.c//. Given s 2 S1, let Is VD Q−1 be the fiber over s and let s be the
fiber measure that  induces on Is . Then (cf. Corollary 4.1) for -a.e. s and s  s -a.e.
.x; x 0/ 2 Is  Is , we have established that jbk.x/ − bk.x 0/j  NSk infinitely often.
The last step in the proof is to assume by contradiction that .S1; C; ;R−1γ / is not the
maximal automorphic factor. Then there exist B;B 0 2 BC such that .B/ D .B 0/ and
.f n.B/ \ f n.B 0// D 0 for all n  0. We choose Lebesgue density points x and x 0 of B
and B 0, respectively, such that Q.x/ D Q.x 0/. By the above arguments we can assume that
jbk.x/ − bk.x 0/j  NSk infinitely often. Take such a k; then hbk.x/ii D hbk.x 0/ii for all
i > k C P for P D P.N/ D −2 log N=log γ . Abbreviate  D k.x/ and  0 D k.x 0/, so
Fk.x/.x/ 2 U and Fk.x 0/.x 0/ 2 U 0 . Because Q.x/ D Q.x 0/,
hbk.x/ C S−1ii D hbk.x 0/ C S 0−1ii
for all i  k. By definition of k , both Fk.x/C1.x/ and Fk.x 0/C1.x 0/ are contained
in .uk; Nuk/. Let Wk be the component of U \ F−1.Tuk; NukU/ that contains Fk.x/.x/;
similarly, let W 0k be the component of U 0 \ F−1.Tuk; NukU/ that contains Fk.x
0/.x 0/. Take
d VD S 0−1 C
kCPX
iDkC1
hbk.x 0/CS 0−1iiSi−1 and d 0 VD S−1 C
kCPX
iDkC1
hbk.x/CS−1iiSi−1:
Then D VD bk.x/ C d D bk.x 0/ C d 0. Find the unique interval T  Wk whose orbit is
given by hdi in the following sense: let i0; i1; : : : ; in (with 1  n  P ) be the indices for
which hdii D 1. Then T is taken such that
F 1.T /  Ui1 ; F 2.T /  Ui2 ; : : : ; F n.T /  Uin and FnC1.T / D TukCP ; NukCP U:
The interval T 0  W 0k is chosen similarly. Then FnC1.T / D Fn
0C1.T 0/ (see Figure 1).
Recall that the distortion of the branches of iterates of F is uniformly bounded by K .
From this, one can derive that there exists " D ".P;K/ > 0 such that .T /  ".Wk/ and
.T 0/  ".W 0k/.
We now take intervals J 3 x and J 0 3 x 0 such that the maps f bk.x/ V J ! Wk and
f bk.x
0/ V J 0 ! W 0k are monotone onto, and such that
.J n B/
.J /
;
.J 0 n B 0/
.J 0/
 "
3K2
:
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x x 0
6
Fk.x/
6
Fk.x
0/
U
T  Wk
U 0
T 0  W 0k
6
F
6
F
uk NukFk.x/C1.x/ Fk.x 0/C1.x 0/
F .T / F .T 0/




Fn
A
A
A
AK
Fn
0
FnC1.T / D Fn0C1.T 0/
FIGURE 1. Construction of T ; T 0;Wk and W 0k .
Since x and x 0 are density points, such intervals can be found for k sufficiently large.
Therefore,
.T n f bk.x/.J \ B//
.T /
;
.T 0 n f bk.x 0/.J 0 \ B 0//
.T 0/
 1
3K
:
Applying FnC1 to f bk.x/.J / \ T and Fn0C1 to f bk.x 0/.J 0/ \ T 0, and using the distortion
bound K once more, we obtain
0 < 13.F
nC1.T //  .FnC1  f bk.x/.J \ B/ \ Fn0C1  f bk.x 0/.J 0 \ B 0//
 .f D.B/ \ f D.B 0//:
This contradicts the choice of B and B 0. 2
Remark 1. We now have Q V I ! S1 (defined -a.e.) such that Q  f D R−1γ  Q and
 V !.c/ ! S1 such that   f D Rγ   . One can show that Q is defined on !.c/ and
that Q.y/ D −.y/ for all y 2 !.c/. This relation plays no role in our results, so we omit
the proof.
Remark 2. In view of the previous remark, . Q j!.c//−1  Q gives a factor map from I
directly onto the attractor. One might expect that for -a.e. x there exists y 2 !.c/ such
that jf n.x/ − f n.y/j ! 0. This is not true, in spite of the fact that for the candidate
y 2 Q−1  Q.x/ \ !.c/ there is a sequence fnig such that jf ni .x/ − cj; jf ni .y/ − cj
simultaneously tend to zero. The reason is as follows. Assume that f ni .x/ 2 Uk is so
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close to cSk or NcSk that f niCSk−1.x/ 2 UkC1. Then f niCSk−1CSk−1.x/ D f niCSkC1−1.x/
is close to cSkC2−1. Checking the kneading invariant of f shows that cSkC2−1 is close
to f −1.c/ \ Tc; c1U if k is even and close to f −1.c/ \ Tc2; cU if k is odd. If at the
same time f ni .y/ 2 [jkC2Uj , then f niCSkC1−1.y/ is close to cSkC1−1, which is close
to f −1.c/ \ Tc; c1U if k is odd and close to f −1.c/ \ Tc2; cU if k is even. Therefore,
lim sup jf n.x/ − f n.y/j  diam.f −1.c// > 0.
6. A dissipative exact unimodal map
The results of §5 can be generalized to other unimodal maps with absorbing Cantor sets.
In [4] combinatorial conditions are given under which a unimodal map f with sufficiently
large critical order has an absorbing Cantor set. The main condition on the kneading
map Q is that k − Q.k/ is bounded. This applies to many examples from [6], for which
.!.c/; ; f / ( being the unique invariant probability measure) is shown to be isomorphic
to some circle and torus rotation with Haar measure. In particular, for the maps with
kneading maps Q.k/ D max.k − d; 0/ for d D 2; 3; 4, .!.c/; ; f / is shown to be
isomorphic to a rotation on a (d − 1)-dimensional torus.
However, for d  5, .!.c/; ; f / has no non-trivial group as factor [6]. In this section
we show that the unimodal map f with kneading map Q.k/ D k − 5 for k  5 is exact
on I , even in the presence of an absorbing Cantor set. The proof that f , for a sufficiently
large critical order, has a Cantor attractor is similar to the proof for the Fibonacci map.
The inequalities (10) and (11) can be proven. The difference from the Fibonacci map is
that the leading root  of the equation x5 − x4 − 1 D 0 is not a Pisot–Vijayaraghavan
number. More precisely, this equation has two roots on, two roots inside, and one root
outside the unit circle. Therefore, jfrac.Si /j is not summable and the map 0 cannot be
defined. Related to this is the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose Sk are the cutting times corresponding to the kneading map Q.k/ D
max.k − 5; 0/, i.e. Sk D k C 1 for 0  k  4 and Sk D Sk−1 C Sk−5 otherwise. Then for
k  3
Sk D
8>><
>>:
Sk−2 C Sk−3; if k  1 or 4 mod 6;
Sk−2 C Sk−3 C 1; if k  2 or 3 mod 6;
Sk−2 C Sk−3 − 1; if k  0 or 5 mod 6:
Proof. Straightforward by induction. 2
THEOREM 6.1. Let f be the unimodal map with kneading map Q.k/ D max.0; k − 5/.
Suppose that the critical order ‘ is so large that f has a Cantor attractor, and a fortiori,
(10) and (11) hold. Then f is Lebesgue exact.
Proof. Take A arbitrary such that .A/ > 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that A  .u1; Nu1/. We will show that Proposition 2.1 applies. Because f has a Cantor
attractor, and a fortiori n.x/ ! 1 -a.e., we can assume that n.x/ ! 1 for all x 2 A.
Let x 2 A be a density point of A, such that f .x/ is a density point of f .A/.
The proof of the existence of Cantor attractors [4] gives rise to the following distortion
estimate: for any n and any J on which FnjJ D f mjJ is continuous, we have
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dist.f m; J /  K , where K depends only on ‘. The proofs also yield that there exists
C > 0 such that
1
C‘
 juk − ukC1jjuk − cj 
C
‘
for all k. Let " D 1=6C2‘2K3 > 0. Because x is a density point, there exists J 3 x such
that
.A \ J 0/
.J 0/
 1 − "
for any subinterval J 0 such that x 2 J 0  J . Take from now on n so large that Jn  J
whenever Jn 3 x is the maximal interval on which FnjJn is continuous.
Assume that n.x/ D k where k  2; 3 mod 6. Let U  Uk be the component
containing Fn.x/ D f m.x/. Define QW1  U to be the maximal interval such that
F. QW1/  Uk and F 2. QW1/  UkC1. Similarly QW2  U will be the maximal interval
such that F. QW2/  UkC3. Since .ukC5; NukC5/  F.UkC1/; F .UkC3/  .uk−20; Nuk−20/,
the overlap F.UkC1/ \ F.UkC3/ satisfies .F .UkC1/ \ F.UkC3//  12.F .UkC1// for
‘ sufficiently large. We can find maximal intervals W1  QW1 and W2  QW2 such that
F 3.W1/ D F 2.W2/, and
.W1/
.U/
;
.W2/
.U/
 1
2C2‘2K
:
Let V1 D f −m.W1/ \ Jn and V2 D f −m.W2/ \ Jn. Using the distortion argument once
more, we derive that
.V1/
.Jn/
;
.V2/
.Jn/
 1
2C2‘2K2
:
By the choice of ",
.A \ V1/
.V1/
;
.A \ V2/
.V2/
 1 − 1
3K
:
Remember that k  2; 3 mod 6, so by Lemma 6.1 Sk C SkC1 D SkC3 − 1. Let
N VD m C Sk C Sk C SkC1 D m − 1 C Sk C SkC3. Then
.f N.A/ \ f NC1.A//  13.F .UkC1/ \ F.UkC3// > 0:
It follows that .f −N  f NC1.A/ \ A/ > 0. This is the assumption of Proposition 2.1.
The cases k  0; 1; 4; 5 mod 6 can be dealt with in a similar way. 2
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